Metabase API. Fresh data. Multiple datasets. No noise.

Extract actionable intelligence from the most comprehensive global collection of print, online, and broadcast sources. The Metabase API is a clean and consistent way to access millions of enriched LexisNexis®-licensed- and web-harvested news documents across multiple content sets spanning the globe.

Additional news sources are added every week, and it’s simple to have custom sources added to your feed. You can make calls immediately after setup, and receive regular updates. You have the flexibility to receive data via a firehose or filtered feed.

ONE FORMAT. ONE INTEGRATION. ONE DELIVERY.

It doesn’t take a major integration or development to work with Metabase. We make it easy to ingest and display data with a normalized delivery in JSON or XML format. Whether you choose to ingest large result sets or consume filtered slices of content.

- **Ingest it all**: choose the Metabase Firehose API to take a feed of all Metabase data. Run your analytics on the entire API offering of web-harvested, licensed, and broadcast content.
- **Slice it up**: choose the Metabase Filters API to take a targeted slice of the LexisNexis® library of web- and content resources. Pull results that match your filters.
- **Dive deeper**: choose the Metabase Search API to add historical depth to your filtered criteria. Go back in time to create deeper models.
The data in your Metabase API is enriched with semantic and proprietary tags as well as descriptive metadata, making it easy to conduct specific analysis faster. While our vetting procedures ensure that the data you’re analyzing is harvested from trustworthy sources.

- **See the originals.** Our editorial reviewers work with our licensing team to validate the quality of source publications, sites, and channels. Leaving you with content you can trust.
- **Get what you need.** You can call the Metabase API using simple search strings or complex Boolean strategy.
- **Choose the enrichments you need.** Add value to your feed with scores of enrichment taxonomies at the article and entity level—from language, source category, and geolocation to sentiment and reach.

The Metabase API gives you access to a level of insight you can’t get just from the news. Vetted industry sources and news-driven industry blogs give you more than just content—they give you illuminating context and conversation.

- **Vetted news sources:** Know what reliable news and print sources are saying about your area of interest in near real time. Spot local and global trends.
- **Trusted social media.** Benefit from the rigorous LexisNexis® vetting procedures and retrieve information from relevant, professional sources. No compromised platforms, no uninformed opinion.
- **Don’t just get the article: get the conversation around it.** Web-harvested content is sent with the comment-threads on the article. Monitor richer, deeper information to unlock insights for strategic planning, faster response to market changes, and critical decision making.

Contact us for access to our developers’ portal, sample files, and sample schema:

Call us on +31 (0)20 485 34 56, email us at support@lexisnexis.eu
or visit www.lexisnexis.com/internationalsales
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